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Can a soap bubble be frozen? 

Summary 

Inspired by online videos of magnificent soap bubbles freezing in the open air in northern countries such as 
Finland or Canada, we set ourselves a challenge: to freeze a soap bubble in Laval, France, where temperatures 
rarely drop below 0°C. 

We decided to focus on the way surfactant molecules are organised in a soap bubble, the fragility of this fascinating 
and necessarily ephemeral object, as well as on solutions to increase its lifespan. 

We purchased a small 32 litre deep-freezer. Our first attempts consisted in opening its door, blowing a bubble at 
the bottom (a half-bubble actually), and closing it gently. After a few minutes our bubble was frozen around the 
edge but burst on its upper part. No proper observation was possible! 

So, we designed and built a transparent door, sawing, drilling, gluing and caulking PVC and making it draught-proof. 
We then adapted it to our freezer. 

While working at this door, we asked ourselves many questions such as: 

How to measure the temperature? We obviously considered from the beginning of our project that the 
temperature was an important factor. Alcohol thermometers were not very suitable, so we sought to efficiently 
and accurately measure temperatures in different places in our freezer. We took an interest in thermocouples: their 
composition and functioning; we exploited the voltage at their wire ends using an electronic assembly that we 
designed, produced and calibrated. We were then able to follow the evolution of the temperatures over time on 
our computer screen. 

 At what temperature does a bubble freeze? To answer this question, we exploited thermocouples and were able 
to plot the evolution curve of the temperature of a liquid during its cooling phase. For our soap mixture we 
measured a solidification value close to -3.0°C, a value that our freezer can easily reach. 

How to light up a soap bubble to observe it in optimal conditions? Because of the lack of space, the light source was 
close to the soap bubble which behaved like convex mirrors. The simulations we carried out, highlighted the 
different parameters at the origin of the formation of the images. We designed and produced an original device 
allowing optimal lighting of our bubbles. Uniformly lit up, they presented fascinating colours. We could easily show 
by drawing the absorbance spectrum of our soapy solution that they were only linked to the phenomenon of 
interference. 

Because of our growing difficulties in arranging the restricted space in the freezer to contain the platform for the 
bubbles, the sensors, the air and soapy water inlets plus our different lighting devices, we decided to equip our 
small freezer with a tubular extension. 

After 2 years of work and research, this new device allows us to observe the growth of crystals on the surface of the 
freezing bubbles, to admire their beauty... but also to begin studying the physics of the phenomenon. This work that we 
are currently carrying out, promises to be all the more motivating since only one team of American researchers in 2019 
carried out such a study. We are now exchanging with one of them: Saurabh Nath, who invited us to explore this Terra 
Incognita… comfortably installed in our warm workshop. 


